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Reconsideration of continuum percolation of isotropically oriented sticks in three dimensions
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The continuum percolation problem of permeable and isotropically oriented sticks~with the form of capped
cylinders! is reconsidered by Monte Carlo simulations in three dimensions. Errors in earlier studies are re-
vealed and results in agreement with the excluded volume rule are presented. Finite-size effects are discussed.
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The three-dimensional continuum percolation problem
hard-core or soft-core~permeable! geometric objects was a
area of active research in the 1980s@1#. Among the consid-
ered geometrical objects a very important category is
case of permeable sticks with the form of capped cylind
~cylinders of lengthL and radiusR capped with hemisphere
of radius R) @2#. Recent developments of nano reinforc
polymer composites with fibers@3# having aspect ratios
L/R'50, and the study of both mechanical and electri
percolation of these materials has renewed interest in
field. However, as pointed out in@4# the permeable stick
assumption has to be carefully examined when applied
real composite materials.

It was conjectured@5# that the percolation thresholdqp is
proportional to the inverse of the expected excluded volu
Vex :
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~We denoted byNc the number of sticks at percolation an
by V the volume of the cube in which the percolation pro
lem is considered.! For sticks with the form of capped cyl
inders, the excluded volume is given by
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where^sin(g)& is the average value of sin(g) for two ran-
domly positioned sticks, andg is the angle between them
For the isotropic orientation of rods@^sin(g)&5p/4# it was
shown by a cluster expansion method@6# that the proportion-
ality in Eq. ~1! becomes equality in theR/L→0 slender-rod
limit. Monte Carlo ~MC! studies for the problem were pe
formed in @2# and analytical predictions were always di
cussed in comparison with these data. It seems, howe
that in the mentioned MC study a classical mistake w
made while generating the isotropic distribution of rods a
the percolation threshold was strongly affected. Thus
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comparison between analytical models and these simulat
becomes misleading. In the present paper we intend to p
out the mistake made in the earlier MC simulations and g
corrected results in comparison with the excluded volu
theory.

In @2# the authors claim to obtain the isotropic distributio
of the rods orientations by generating theiru and w polar
coordinates randomly with a uniform distribution on th
@2p/2,p/2# and @0,2p# intervals, respectively. Following
their two-dimensional study@7#, they define the measure o
the macroscopic anisotropy of the system as

Pi /P'5(
i 51

N

ucos~u i !uY (
i 51

N

@12cos2~u i !#
1/2. ~3!

Proceeding, however, in the way described above, the g
erated configurations will definitely not be isotropic one
although their anisotropy constant~3! will be one. It is easy
to realize that thez axis will be a privileged one, and perco
lation in this direction reached easier than in they or x di-
rection. In order to get the right isotropic distribution for th
rods orientation, their end points must span uniformly t
surface of a sphere, which amounts to a uniform distribut
in the whole range of solid angle. This can be achieved o
by choosing theu angle randomly with a weighted distribu
tion and not a uniform one. From the surface element on
unit sphere@ds5sin(u)dudw#, it is realized immediately
that the weight factor is governed by the sin(u) term.

The mistake made by the authors does not affect
L/R→0 limit, considered to get confidence in their sim
lation data. However, when calculating therc critical density
at percolation and theVex excluded volume of the sticks the
calculate the average of sin(g) for the right isotropic case
getting ^sin(g)&5p/4. Calculating^sin(g)& for their ‘‘iso-
tropic’’ configurations, the result would bêsin(g)&52/p.

We see thus that in the limitR/L→0 where the third term
in Eq. ~2! is the most important, the results are strong
affected. The paper discussing the validity of the exclud
3717 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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volume rule@6# observes the systematic deviation~Fig. 2 in
Ref. @6#! but fails in explaining its origin. In@6# the authors
argue that the systematic deviation is due to the fact
much smaller aspect ratios are required to approach the
result in theR/L→0 limit. A very simple reason for this
deviation may be that the generated configurations were
ply not isotropic ones. We mention here that it seems
error in generating the right isotropic distribution is repea
also in @8#, where the authors study, by Monte Carlo me
ods, the cluster structure and conductivity of thre
dimensional continuum systems. The MC simulation data
@2# has led to erroneous statements in several other pa
@9#, where some tables and comparison with analytical
sults should be reconsidered. It is important thus to rec
sider the MC simulations and to confirm properly the e
cluded volume equality from@6#.

We have studied the problem inside a cube with size
In order to preserve homogeneity near the cube’s fronti
the coordinates of the centers of the cylinders were gener
uniformly in the interval @2(L/21R),11(L/21R)#. The
orientation of the cylinders were isotropic, generating theu
angles with a weighted distribution, andw with a uniform
distribution. We tested the isotropy by determining the p
colation thresholds in different directions. The intersection
two capped cylinders was determined by calculating
minimum distance between points on the two axes of
corresponding cylinders and checking if this distance
smaller than 2R. Each time a new stick was generated, it w
assigned to a cluster if it intersected others, or a new clu
was created. We considered the percolation produced w
the new cluster spanned the cube from a face to the opp
face. We calculated the critical concentrationNc as the num-
ber of sticks inside the cube at percolation; if a capped c
inder was only partially inside the cube, it contributed toNc

FIG. 1. s5qpVex21 as a function of theR/L aspect ratios of
the sticks. Data for three different stick lengthsL are presented. The
magnified region shows thes5(R/L)0.5764 power-law fit ~dashed
line! for the R/L,0.06 region.
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with a fractional value less than one, corresponding to
fraction of its volume inside the cube to its total volume. W
produced 5000 percolations for each pair ofL andR studied,
and the averageNc was calculated as the one correspond
to the maximum of the Gaussian distribution fitted on t
distribution of the 5000Ncs determined during simulations
This result was in good agreement with simply the mean
the determined percolation thresholds, but it was much m
precise.

The obtained results are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2
Fig. 1 we plot the quantitys5qpVex21 as a function ofR/L
for various fixedL values. In the limitR/L→0 our simula-
tions suggest the analytically predicteds50 relation@6#. The
convergence for the applicability of this equation is, ho
ever, rather slow. In theR/L→0 limit (R/L,0.06) for L
50.15 we founds scaling as a function ofR/L with an
exponent of 0.5764. From Fig. 1 it is also clear that f
smaller values ofL and sameR/L ratios the value ofs gets
smaller. There are thus important finite-size effects, wh
are less evident in theR/L→0 limit. We checked that in the
limit of L→0 the s50 equality still does not hold. This is
clear from our large-scale simulation data forR/L50.5 and
R/L50.25. The data presented in Fig. 2 suggest that in
limit L→0, s is linearly converging to 1.431 and 1.533 fo
R/L50.24 andR/L50.5, respectively. Both from Fig. 1 an
Fig. 2 one observes that theL dependence of the data
much stronger for higherR/L values and in the limitR/L
→0, we predict no finite-size effects. Approaching better
R/L→0 or L→0 limits are technically difficult due to the
large number of sticks necessary for percolation.

In conclusion, we corrected the earlier erroneous simu
tion results for the isotropic case and confirmed the valid
of the excluded volume rule. Important finite-size effec
were found in the limit of largeR/L aspect ratios.

FIG. 2. Finite-size effects:s5 f (L)(s5qpVex21) for two dif-
ferent aspect ratios of the sticks. Continuous lines are the best li
fits. In the L→0 limit we obtaineds51.431 ands51.534 for
R/L50.25 andR/L50.5, respectively.
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